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Abstract 

Real world evidence is important since most patients cannot be included in randomized clinical 

trials (RCT). In a nationwide, cohort of relapsed/refractory multiple myeloma patients treated with 

daratumumab (N= 635), we retrospective studied patients treated with carfilzomib (N=251). Data 

were collected by audit of medical records. We compared characteristics of patients treated with 

carfilzomib before daratumumab (Car-Da; N=150) and after daratumumab (Da-Car; N=101) with 

those not treated with carfilzomib (N=384). Furthermore, we examined effectiveness and safety of 

carfilzomib..  

The group of patients treated with carfilzomib differed from patients not treated with carfilzomib 

in the following parameters: They were younger, more were treated up-front with high dose 

melphalan and autologous stem cell transplantation (HDM-ASCT)and had relapse within 18 

months thereafter, and more had high-risk cytogenetic abnormalities (CA) and amplification 1q 

(amp1q). In patients treated with Car-Da, 30.3% had high-risk CA and 30.1% had amp1q and in Da-

Car it was 43.3% and 41%, respectively. In the Car-Da cohort, 34.4% experienced early relapse 

after HDM-ASCT versus 47.4% in the Da-Car cohort. The percentage of patients with very good 

partial remission was higher in patients treated with Car-Da compared to Da-Car (31.7% versus 

17.4%). The median duration of treatment and time to next treatment (TNT) of Car-Da/Da-Car 

were 4.6/4.3 months and 7.1/4.3 months and only a trend toward superior TNT for Car-Da was 

found (p=0.06). Toxicity of carfilzomib was the same as reported in RCT. A similar poor TNT of 

daratumumab was found when used before (5.6 months) or after carfilzomib (4.9 months). 

In this cohort of patients with sequential treatment with carfilzomib and daratumumab or vice 

versa, a high percentage of patients were high-risk by CA, amp1q, and early relapse after HDM-
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ASCT. Outcome of Car-DA and outcome of Da-Car were equally poor. These patients should be 

considered for new promising treatment strategies.   

 

Introduction 

Outcome of treatment in the real-world setting is becoming increasingly important as several 

analyses of have shown that randomized clinical trials  (RCTs) only include 10-30% of all multiple 

myeloma (MM) patients (1-3). Furthermore, studies imply that high risk patients are more 

prevalent in real-life (4, 5). MM patients not fulfilling the criteria for RCT have shorter survival  in 

part explained by worse performance status, older age, and more co-morbidity (6). Another 

explanation for patients not being included in RCT is screening failure due to aggressive disease 

with progression that requires immediate intervention.  Aggressive disease is defined by high-risk 

cytogenetic abnormalities (CA), such as t(4;14), t(14;16), del17p, and amp1q, early relapse after 

up-front treatment with high-dose melphalan with autologous stem cell transplantation (HDM-

ASCT) and survival below 24 months in the era of novel agents (7-15). Retrospective observational 

studies can help us fill the gap of knowledge between RCTs and real-world practice.  

 

The aim of this study was to describe a population of RRMM patients treated with carfilzomib 

either before or after treatment with daratumumab in a national real-world setting. Carfilzomib 

was approved in Denmark in November 2015 and daratumumab in October 2016. By including 

patients treated with carfilzomib and daratumumab within in a short time frame, we included 

patients with early relapse after either daratumumab or carfilzomib. We present the 

characteristics of these patients with poor outcome. Furthermore, we show the effectiveness of 

carfilzomib according to line of therapy, reasons for stopping treatment, and toxicity from 
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treatment. This study was approved by the Danish Data Protection Agency (18/22825) and the 

Danish Patient Safety Authority (3-3013-2047/2). 

  

Methods. 

We conducted a nationwide retrospective analysis of RRMM patients treated with daratumumab 

(N=635) identified from local electronic health records or department registries. Among those, 251 

patients had received treatment with carfilzomib. Supplementary Figure 1 presents patient 

selection. Study cut-off for inclusion of patients was 1. January 2019. In this cohort, patients either 

failed carfilzomib and thereafter received daratumumab or vice versa within 3 years. Data were 

collected by audit of electronic health records. The lines of therapy and drug combinations were 

annotated according to IMW consensus (16). Reasons for termination of treatment were 

collected, and toxicity was specified further. Due to the retrospective nature of the data collection 

response to treatment was assessed as very good partial remission (VGPR) or better, partial 

response (PR), and less than partial response (<PR) according to IMW criteria (17). Overall 

response rate (ORR) was PR or better. Time to next treatment (TNT) was used as outcome 

parameter instead of progression free survival (PFS) because initiation dates of new treatment 

were annotated with high accuracy in the health records and in drug registries. TNT was defined as 

the time from the date of initiation of a line of treatment (LOT) until either the date of initiation of 

the subsequent LOT, the date of death, or the date of last follow-up in patients still on the last 

LOT. The database was linked to the Danish Multiple Myeloma Registry (DMMR) for characteristics 

at diagnosis (18, 19). Cytogenetic abnormalities (CA) by FISH with a cut-off of 10% were available 

in more than 75% of the patients. High-risk CA was t(4;14), t(14;16), and/or del17p. Data on 

amp1q status were available in 75% of the patients. 
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Statistical analysis 

Categorical variables were presented with numbers and percentages and compared between 

groups by Chi-square tests or Fisher’s exact test in the case of small numbers. Continuous 

variables were presented with median and interquartile range (IQR). Continuous variables were 

compared between multiple groups by Kruskal-Wallis test and between two groups by Mann-

Whitney test. Time to next treatment was presented by Kaplan-Meier curves. Median times and 

proportions at specific times were extracted from the Kaplan-Meier statistics and presented with 

95% confidence intervals (CI). Differences between groups were calculated by log-rank tests. 

Furthermore, a Cox proportional hazard model was calculated and hazard ratios (HR) with 95% 

confidence intervals were presented. To find risk factors correlated to TNT, a univariate and a 

multivariable Cox proportional hazard model were applied. Only significant variables from the 

univariate models were entered in the multivariable model. Time to follow up was calculated with 

the reverse Kaplan-Meier method. All p-values were two-sided and p-values ≤0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. R version 3.6.1 was used for all calculations. 

 

Results 

Patient characteristics and subgroups 

A total of 251 RRMM patients were treated with carfilzomib (Table 1). Of these patients 150 were 

treated with carfilzomib before daratumumab and 101 were treated with carfilzomib after 

daratumumab. No patients received treatment with carfilzomib in combination with 

daratumumab when daratumumab was given for the first time. The medium age at diagnosis of 

the 251 patients was 62 years (IQR 55-69 years), the median age at start of carfilzomib treatment 

68 years (IQR 60-73 years) and the median follow-up 64.1 months (IQR 30.8–82.7 months). The 
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median number of LOTs given before carfilzomib was 3 (IQR 2-5). Sixteen of the 150 patients 

treated with carfilzomib before daratumumab (10.7%) were still on daratumumab treatment at 

data cut-off. Most patients were treated with carfilzomib in combination with dexamethasone 

alone (43.0%); otherwise with IMiDs (22.3%), cyclophosphamide (21.5%) or other regimens (9.6%) 

(Supplementary Table 1). Supplementary figure 2 shows the number of patients treated with 

carfilzomib and daratumumab according to LOT. The characteristics of the patients treated with 

carfilzomib before and after daratumumab and patients not treated with carfilzomib are shown in 

Table 1. The group of patients treated with carfilzomib differed from patients not treated with 

carfilzomib in the following parameters: They were younger, more were treated up-front with 

HDM-ASCT, more had relapse within 18 months from HDM-ASCT, and more had high-risk CA and 

amp1q. There was no significant difference between the groups according to time from diagnosis 

to start of carfilzomib treatment, gender, PS, ISS, M-protein, elevated LDH, or creatinine at 

diagnosis, and FISH results. In the cohort of patients treated with carfilzomib after daratumumab, 

more patients had high-risk CA by t(4;14), t(14;16), and del17p (43.3% versus 30.3%), more 

patients had amp1q (41.0% versus 30.1%), and more had a relapse within 18 months from HDT 

(47.4% versus 34.4%). Patients treated with carfilzomib before daratumumab were less likely to 

have received prior treatment with lenalidomide and/or pomalidomide than patients that 

received daratumumab before carfilzomib (58.7% vs. 95% and 24.7% vs. 49.5%, respectively). 

Nearly all patients had received prior bortezomib (98.7% vs. 98.0%). 

 

Outcome of treatment with carfilzomib 

Figure 1 shows the TNT for carfilzomib according to carfilzomib-containing regimens given as 2nd, 

3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th line of therapy, respectively. 
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Median TNT for carfilzomib was 12 months when used in 2nd line. This was superior to TNT for 

carfilzomib when administrated in 3rd LOT or later with no difference in TNT irrespectively of LOT. 

ORR and VGPR are presented in Table 1. A higher percentage of patients treated with carfilzomib 

before daratumumab had ≥VGPR compared to patients treated with carfilzomib after 

daratumumab (31.7% versus 17.4%; p=0.018). Figure 2 shows the TNT for carfilzomib when given 

before and after daratumumab. Both median TNT and duration of treatment were short when 

carfilzomib was given before (7.1; CI:5.4-9.0 months, 4.6; CI:3.8-5.6 months, respectively) and 

after daratumumab (4.3; CI:3.4-6.0 months; 3.7; CI: 2.8-4.2 months, respectively)(Table 1), and no 

significant difference was found between the two patient cohorts. Likewise, TNT for daratumumab 

when given before (5.6; CI:3.9-7.4 months) and after carfilzomib (4.9; CI:3.7-6.2 months) was 

short.  

 

Carfilzomib given as 2nd Line of therapy 

Outcome of carfilzomib was superior when given in 2nd LOT (Figure 1). We characterized the 

patients treated with carfilzomib in 2nd LOT (Supplementary Table 2). Thirty-nine patients received 

carfilzomib as part of their 2nd LOT and 17 (46%) of these received carfilzomib as part of induction 

treatment before salvage HDM-ASCT. Patients in the HDM-ASCT group may have participated in 

the CARFI trial (NCT02572492) that investigated carfilzomib-cyclophosphamide-dexamethasone 

(KCd) induction before HDT and randomization to either observation or carfilzomib-

dexamethasone maintenance treatment. More patients treated with salvage HDM-ASCT had been 

treated with up-front HDM-ASCT and were thus likely to be fitter than patients in the non-HDM-

ASCT group. Furthermore, the TNT from first to second LOT was longer in the salvage HDM-ASCT 
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group indicating a less aggressive disease. This corresponds to the better outcome of carfilzomib 

used in second LOT.  

 

Reasons for stopping carfilzomib and toxicity of carfilzomib 

The reasons for discontinuation of carfilzomib containing treatment are shown in Supplementary 

Table 3. Most patients discontinued treatment because of progressive disease (48%), insufficient 

response (8%), or as part of the treatment plan (6%). However, 14% of all patients stopped 

carfilzomib treatment due to toxicity. The toxicity of carfilzomib when given before and after 

daratumumab is shown in Supplementary Table 4. More patients treated with carfilzomib before 

daratumumab stopped treatment due to toxicity. The most common toxicities that led to 

discontinuation of treatment were infection (4%) and dyspnoea (3%). 

 

Discussion 

In this study we selected patients treated with carfilzomib before daratumumab and vice versa 

within a short time frame, and therefore we cannot compare the outcome of patients in our study 

to those of the RCT´s ASPIRE and ENDEAVOR (20, 21).  

We find that most patients stopped treatment due to progression/insufficient response and 

toxicity. TNT was longest when carfilzomib was used in second LOT as part of induction treatment 

before salvage transplant with HDM-ASCT. Otherwise, TNT was poor irrespectively of timing of 

carfilzomib. The poor TNT in our cohort correspond to other real-life studies on treatment with 

carfilzomib where the median TNT/PFS has been found to be 3.2 to 9.4 months (22-25). A recent 

real-world study by Rocchi et al. found a median PFS of 19.8 months in patients treated with 

carfilzomib-lenalidomide-dexamethasone with a median of 2 prior LOTs. In our cohort the patients 
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were older, only one fifth were treated with carfilzomib in combination with IMiDs, more patients 

had high-risk disease and half of the patients received carfilzomib in 4th LOT or later.  

 

An equal part of patients terminated treatment with carfilzomib due to toxicity (mostly infection 

and dyspnoea) as observed in the ASPIRE and ENDEAVOR studies (20, 26). Only 3% in our cohort of 

patients discontinued treatment due to cardiotoxicity which is less than findings from the SEER 

database (27). In addition, only 1% discontinued treatment with carfilzomib due to renal failure 

and is less than observed by Mian et al. and Fotiu et al. (27-29). A likely explanation for these 

differences is that our patients on average were younger, fitter and duration of treatment with 

carfilzomib was shorter.  

 

The retrospective design of this study is an unavoidable limitation that only allows us to generate 

hypotheses of causation. Data of carfilzomib treatment was collected nationwide and there was 

no limitation in access to treatment. However, there may still be variations in treatment strategy 

depending on patients’ wishes and preference of the treating physician. The well described 

cardiotoxicity to carfilzomib is expected to influence the choice of treatment. Patients treated with 

carfilzomib were younger and more had been exposed to up-front HDM-ASCT than patients not 

treated with carfilzomib. This implies that the treating physician selected patients for treatment 

with carfilzomib that were fitter and our results support the findings by Chari et al (30). 

Furthermore, our results confirm that the treating physician may be more likely to choose 

treatment with carfilzomib in patients with more aggressive or active disease (30). Adherence to 

treatment is important for a good outcome and some patients may have higher quality of life 

when not attending the hospital weekly for treatment.  
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Several studies have shown that patients perish between subsequent lines of therapy. (31, 32) 

Making the right choice of treatment for a patient at a given time may therefore be crucial. Our 

results indicate that in this cohort of patients, outcome of carfilzomib is poor irrespectively of 

timing and that outcome of daratumumab is equally poor in patients with an early relapse after 

carfilzomib. This finding adds knowledge to the general understanding that patients with high-risk 

CA and an early relapse after HDM-ASCT need attention and should be considered for new 

promising treatment strategies.  

 

 

Legends to Figures. 

Figure 1: Time to next treatment (TNT) for patients treated with carfilzomib according to the line 

of treatment (LOT) in which carfilzomib was administered. Median TNT for carfilzomib as part of 

2nd LOT (red) was 12.3 months. TNT for 2nd LOT was longer than median TNT for all other LOTs (4-6 

months) (p<0.0001). There was no significant difference in median TNT for 3rd, 4th, 5th, or 6th and 

more LOTs.  

 

Figure 2: Time to next treatment (TNT) of carfilzomib given for the first time according to 

treatment before (blue) versus after (red) treatment with daratumumab. Median TNT for 

treatment with carfilzomib before versus after daratumumab was 7.1 and 4.3 months, 

respectively. A trend towards longer TNT of carfilzomib administered before versus after 

daratumumab was found (p=0.06).  
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Table 1. Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics  
Carfilzomib before 
daratumumab 

Carfilzomib after 
daratumumab 

Patients not treated 
with carfilzomib 

P value 

N 150 101 384  

Diagnose <2008: N (%) 17 (11.3) 20 (19.8) 40 (10.4)  

Diagnose 2009-2019: N (%) 133 (88.7) 81 (80.2) 344 (89.4)  

Age, median at diagnosis (IQR) 61 (56-69) 64 (55-70) 68 (60-73) <0.0001 

Age at start of carfilzomib treatment, 
median (IQR) 

66 (60-73) 69 (61-75)  0.20 

Gender: male % 58.7 64.4 52.3 0.054 

PS at diagnosis     

PS 0-2: N (%) 130 (95.6) 84 (95.5) 329 (94.3) 0.80 

PS 3-4: N (%) 6 (4.4) 4 (4.5) 20 (5.7)  

Missing N 14 13 35  

Follow-up after carfilzomib: mo NR 20.9  NR  

ISS stage at diagnosis     

I:N (%) 43 (34.1) 23 (28.4) 95 (29.3) 0.860 

II: N (%) 38 (30.2) 31 (38,3) 135 (41.7)  

III: N (%) 45(35.7) 27 (33.3)  94 (29.7)  

Missing N  24 20  60  

Serum M-protein at diagnosis     

IgG M-protein: N (%) 78 (56.5) 51 (58.0) 208 (59.6) 0.810 

IgA M protein: N (%) 36 (26.1) 21 (23.9) 74 (21.2)  

Light chain: N (%) 20 (14.5) 15 (17.0) 54 (15.5)  

Other: N (%) 4 (2.9) 1 (1.1) 13 (3.7)  

Missing: N  12 13 35  

Serum LDH above normal at diagnosis: 
N (%)† 

37 (27.2) 35 (37.6) 91 (25.9) 0.080 

Missing: N  14 8 33  

Creatinine > 177umol/L at diagnosis: N 
(%)  

29 (22.6) 15 (16.0) 46 (12.7) 0.084 

Missing N 9 7 22  

Prior treatment     

HDM-ASCT in first line 93 (62.0) 57 (56.4) 159 (41.4) <0.0001 

Relapse < 18 mo from HDM- ASCT, N 
(%) 

32 (34.4) 27 (47.4) 46 (28.9) 0.041 

Bortezomib prior to carfilzomib: N (%) 148 (98.7) 99 (98.0) NR  

Lenalidomide prior to carfilzomib: N 
(%)  

88 (58.7) 96 (95.0) NR <0.0001 

Pomalidomide prior to carfilzomib: N 
(%) 

37 (24.7) 50 (49.5) NR <0.0001 

FISH analysis available N (%) 113 (75.3) 83 (87.1) 272 (70.8) 0.061 

High-risk CA at diagnosis 
del17p, t(14;16), t(4;14) N (%) 

33 (30.3) 36 (43.3) 66 (24.4) 0.004 

Amp1q at diagnosis N (%) 34 (30.1) 34 (41.0) 70 (25.8) 0.028 

Response to carfilzomib- containing 
regimen 

    

OOR N (%) 101 (67.3) 47 (46.5)  0.014 

≥VGPR: N (%) 46 (31.7) 16 (17.4%) NR 0.018 

Missing N 5 9   

Lines of therapy given before first 
time carfilzomib 

    

1. N (%) 39 (26) 0 NR  
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2. N (%) 35 (23) 16 (16) NR  

3. N (%) 21 (14) 23 (23) NR  

4 or more N (%) 55 (37) 62 (61) NR  

TNT from first carfilzomib treatment: 
median mo (CI) 

7.1 (5.4-9.0) 4.3 (3.4-6.0) NR 0.06 

Duration of treatment with 
carfilzomib: median mo (CI) 

4.6 (3.8-5.6) 3.7 (2.8-4.2) NR 1.0 

Time from diagnosis to start of 
carfilzomib: median mo (IQR) 

39.8 (24.1-65.0) 41.3 (22.5-89.2) NR 0.51 

TNT for daratumumab before 
carfilzomib mo (CI) 

 5.6 (3.9-7.4) 20.3 (17.6-30.4)  

TNT for daratumumab after 
carfilzomib ‡ mo (CI) 

4.9 (3.7-6.2)    

† LDH levels: Age>70 years, upper limit is ≥255 UL, age ≤70, upper limit is ≥205 UL 
NR = not relevant; N= number; PS= performance status; CI = confidence interval; mo= months, IQR 
= inter quantile range, , CA: cytogenetic abnormalities 
‡No of patients still on daratumumab after carfilzomib was 25. 
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